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Status
- Open

Subject
- when renaming category + homepage of workspace, the homepage's property "Namespace" must be changed manually, too

Version
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Category
- Usability
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Feature
- Category
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Resolution status
- New

Submitted by
- RadoS
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Lastmod by
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Rating
- ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
Recycling the previously mistakingly added item...

Using workspaces, creating a workspace from template and making a structure out of the homepage, workspace is renamed.
After renaming the homepage according to the category/workspace, you also must adjust the "Namespace" property of the homepage, otherwise pages created off that homepage via the "add page" button (from using structures) will be misnamed with the old name.

When renaming workspaces (& their category), it would be convenient to have that homepage property automatically adjusted to reflect the change.

Importance
- 3

Priority
- 15

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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